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REPINs: A New Class of Mobile Bacterial DNA
Repetitive extragenic palindromic (REP) sequences are a common feature of bacterial genomes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] The possibility that REPs might be selfish genetic elements was suggested on first discovery in Escherichia coli. 2, 3, 6 However, their short length (~20 nucleotides), plus absence of plausible mechanism for within genome dissemination, meant this idea received limited support. Over the next 30 years the "selfish element hypothesis" further paled, in part, thanks to numerous studies that provided evidence that REPs located at particular locations and in specific genomes perform a diverse range of cellular processes. 1, [6] [7] [8] [9] However, the fact that the distribution and abundance of REPs can vary substantially among even closely related strains 4, 10 suggests that the range of functional roles is likely to be incidental, arising from, for example, cooption or genetic accommodation. 11 Recently we provided evidence that REP sequences are part of a selfish genetic element. 10 The element consists of two REP sequences (a REP doublet) in inverted orientation. Evidence supporting this hypothesis was derived from analysis of the genome of the model organism Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 and includes the following: (1) demonstration that the distribution of REP doublets is comparable to expectations under a randomly generated null model (whereas the distribution of REP singlets shows a significant departure from random); (2) demonstration that REP sequences found as REP doublets show higher sequence conservation compared with REP sequences existing as singlets (this suggests that REP doublets are under selection as opposed to singlets, which are most likely non-functional decaying remnants of REP doublets); and (3) identification of excisions of REP doublets (but not of single REP sequences) from population sequencing data from the SBW25 genome.
The discovery of excision eventsevents that are likely to define transposition intermediates-not only supports the hypothesis that REP doublets are a unit of selection, but also indicates that these elements are actively moving in the genome. Sequence characteristics of the excised element also suggest a likely transposition mechanism reminiscent of the mechanism of IS605 transposition. 12 Such mechanistic similarity makes sense given the similarities between IS605 and RAYTs [the entities thought responsible for providing transposase function to REPINs (see below)]. 5 Given the likely evolutionary significance of the REP doublet, the entity was designated a REPIN (REP doublet forming hairpin). A schematic of the 89 bp element is shown in Figure 1 .
While our initial analyses were based on a single (P. fluorescens SBW25) chromosome, the study of REPINs was extended to 18 selected bacterial genomes including Escherichia coli K-12 DH10B, Salmonella enterica serovar Paratyphi A AKU 12601, Thioalkalivibrio HL-EbGR7, Nostoc. punctiforme PCC73102 and all fully sequenced Pseudomonas genomes. REP sequences were identified based on their *Correspondence to: Frederic Bertels; Email: f.bertels@massey.ac.nz Submitted: 09/06/11; Accepted: 10/31/11 http://dx.doi.org/10.4161/mge.18610 proximal association with REP-associated tyrosine transposases (RAYTs), 10 which are implicated in REPIN dispersal. In these 18 genomes, REP sequences adjacent to RAYTs were found to exist as doublets with specific features characteristic of REPINs. REPINs therefore appear to be widely distributed elements.
REPIN Diversity within the SBW25 Genome
Comparisons of the frequency of the most abundant 16-mers from SBW25, with randomly assembled genomes, and with the closely related genome of P. fluorescens Pf0-1, revealed at least 96 different overrepresented 16-mers. Using a grouping algorithm, these 96 different 16-mers were found to belong to just three distinct groups, termed GI, GII and GIII ( Table 1 ). The three groups were named in order of their abundance in the SBW25 genome, with GI being the most abundant (618 occurrences). All three sequence groups occur predominantly in extragenic space and contain an imperfect palindromic core, thus possessing all features of repetitive extragenic palindromic sequences (REPs). Since REPINs are exclusively formed by REP sequences of the same group, they can also be categorized into GI, GII and GIII REPINs. Nevertheless, REPINs show considerable within group diversity, both with regard to the length of the spacer sequence between the individual REP units, but also with respect to the specific sequence of the spacer region.
In terms of the diversity in spacer length, GI REPINs in SBW25 show 11 different inter-REP spacings; five different spacings are found within GII REPINs and eight within GIII REPINs ( Table 2) . Perhaps more surprising-given that there are hundreds of REPINs in the SBW25 genome-is the fact that no two REPINs are identical at the level of the DNA sequence that comprises the spacer region. Nonetheless, the spacer region of all REPINs is organized so as to form a hairpin structure.
In addition to the diversity of inter-REP spacings and diversity of the spacer sequence, GI REPINs also exist in two different orientations as evident by the arrangement of the central AA or TT motif (the presence of either the AA or TT motif (in all SBW25 REP sequences) ensures that each REP palindrome is imperfect). Since REPINs consist of two inverted REP sequences, there are two possible doublet configurations: either TT-AA (common) (as in most GI, all GII and GIII doublets) or AA-TT (rare) (as found in a minority of GI doublets) ( Fig. 2A and B) . Interestingly, GI doublets in the TT-AA configuration are flanked by multiple conserved 'A's and 'T's at the 5' and 3' end, respectively, which may reflect co-option of the REP doublet for transcription attenuation. 8 The region flanking GI doublets in the AA-TT orientation are devoid of runs of 'A's or 'T's, however, runs of 'A' and 'T' nucleotides directly flanking REP sequences are observed inside the doublet ( Fig. 2A and B ). This suggests that the AA-TT configuration evolved from the 3' and 5' REP sequences of two co-localized TT-AA GI doublets (Fig. 2C) . Each GI, GII and GIII sequence either contains or overlaps an imperfect palindrome (the palindromic core). 
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REPIN diversity becomes more complex when the focus shifts to higher order arrangements (multiple REPINs in close proximity). In SBW25 there are various structurally different arrangements. The least common arrangement consists of co-localized REPINs. Such co-localized REPINs are no more frequently found than expected by random chance. The most common arrangement consists of highly structured tandemly repeated REPINs. 10 In SBW25 these comprise as many as five tandem REPIN repeats. Such organisations have also been observed before in E. coli, 13 but no mechanistic or evolutionary explanation for their formation has been put forward.
REPINs and RAYTs
REPINs, if mobile elements, as suggested, are too short to encode their own transposition machinery. Their movement thus requires exploitation of transposase activity encoded by some other fully autonomous element. Strongly implicated are the so-named REP-associated tyrosine transposases (RAYTs): transposases that are distantly related to the IS200 family of insertion sequences and which are typically flanked by multiple REPINs.
There are several notable features of RAYTs and their associated REPINs. First, RAYT-encoding genes are typically short (~500 bp), and while highly conserved residues are apparent 5 [among which are the HUH and Y motifs, which are essential for transposition by TnpA of IS605 12 (a member of the IS200 family)], overall, the genes show substantive diversity (e.g., 22 RAYTs from the sequenced Pseudomonas genomes show just 57% and 53% pairwise identity at the nucleotide level and amino acid level, respectively). Second, each RAYT has a specific association with a particular sequence type of REPIN. This is evident in the genome of SBW25, which harbours three distinct RAYTs, each RAYT in the SBW25 genome is associated with a specific family (GI, GII or GIII) of REPINs. Third, RAYTs are only ever present as single copy entities (in those genomes harbouring more than a single RAYT each RAYT is distinctly different, e.g., the three RAYTs in SBW25 are as different from each other as they are from any RAYT chosen at random from the total population of Pseudomonas RAYTs). This last fact is particularly curious, because it begs an explanation for the maintenance of RAYTs in bacterial genomes.
The raison d'etre for transposons and related elements is to disproportionately increase their representation within a given host genome (and to disseminate horizontally wherever possible). 14, 15 However, extinction is the long-term fate of most transposons given that selection is relatively impotent when it comes to purging deleterious mutations in transposases. This is because transposons encoding defective transposases (non-autonomous transposons) can exploit transposase function encoded by functional (autonomous) transposons. The weakness of purifying selection means that non-autonomous elements are expected to increase in frequency-even to the point where they may drive the functional family extinct. 16 The fact that RAYTs are present as just single copy entities is indicative of their incapacity for transposition. If RAYTs cannot transpose, then selection cannot Table 1 ) that are found as part of REPINs. Analyses are based on methods applied to REP conservation studies performed in our earlier paper. 10 act to maintain RAYT function-even if RAYT function is required for the movement of REPINs. This means that either RAYTs are the non-functional remains of once active transposons, or they are maintained by virtue of some complex relationship with the host cell, or with the REPINs or a combination of both.
Examination of the RAYT-encoding genes provides little evidence in support of the hypothesis that they are fossilized remnants. Indeed, evolutionary analyses of dN/dS show that approximately 60% of codons have a significant excess of synonymous substitutions and are thus subject to negative (purifying) selection. This suggests that the amino acid sequence of RAYTs is constrained by virtue of function, and that whatever that function might be, that it is important for cell viability.
While dN/dS analyses fail to find evidence of positive selection, the substantive diversity at non conserved codons makes such analyzes problematic. Indeed, high levels of polymorphism at non-conserved codons are to be expected where genes are subject to strong diversifying selection. Tests using evolutionary fingerprinting 17 reveal that a number of sites have in fact experienced strong diversifying selection. Together, the signature of both purifying and diversifying selection suggest that RAYTs are, on one hand, functionally constrained, yet also subject to positive selection. Such a signature is reminiscent of genes involved in interactions with hosts, or more generally, genes involved in co-evolutionary processes. 18, 19 One possible explanation for the maintenance of RAYTs is the existence of some kind of addiction system, which ensures that cells containing defective RAYTs (the defect being caused by a spontaneous mutation) are killed and thus eliminated. Such a scenario would be akin to well described plasmid addiction systems. 20 To test this hypothesis the three RAYT genes from SBW25 were deleted from the genome, however, the resulting mutant was fully viable (Zhang XX, Bertels F and Rainey PB, unpublished). This suggests that addiction is not responsible for the maintenance of RAYT function. An alternative possibility is that the RAYT, in addition to mobilizing REPINs, performs some function that not only benefits the REPIN, but is also important for cellular physiology. Just what this function might be is currently unknown, however, it is possible that the RAYTencoded transposase physically interacts with REPINs at their extragenic chromosomal locations and by virtue of this interaction (perhaps DNA binding) plays some kind of regulatory function, possibly aiding fine tuning of patterns of gene expression. It is even possible that different REPs and REPIN structures may have different affinities for RAYT binding and thus differentially affect the levels of expression of neighboring genes. Implicit in this idea is the notion that REPINs and their associated RAYTs can be readily co-opted for cellular function. This is an intriguing and not unrealistic possibility, especially given the convenient placement of protein (RAYT) binding sites in the extragenic space of hundreds of genes and the known effects of REPs and REPINs on the expression of neighboring genes.
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Origins of REPIN Diversity
As mentioned above, and described in our earlier publication, 10 REPIN diversity is apparent at different organisational levels. The existence of three different REPINs (GI, GII and GIII) and their associated RAYTs (in both the SBW25 genome and other genomes investigated) points to a specificity of association reminiscent of co-evolution between the two entities.
It is possible to envisage both antagonistic and mutualistic models of coevolution. For example, if REPINs evolved from single REP sequences that flanked an ancestral IS200-like element, as previously suggested 10 [imperfect palindromes (similar to REPs) flanking IS200 are essential for transposition]-and did so via a simple duplication event-then in little more than a single step, this could have resulted in enslavement of the transposase and generation of a nonautonomous mobile entity. An ensuing arms race between host (transposase) and parasite (REPIN) is thus plausible. Such processes could be responsible for both the various components of RAYT and REPIN diversity, but also for the high specificity between REPIN and RAYT.
A less antagonistic model comes when considering the possibility that REPINs, inserted into appropriate extragenic locations, might act as binding sites for the RAYT-encoded protein; that together the protein-DNA interaction might be readily co-opted by the host as a means of fine tuning or modulating gene expression.
Coevolution under this more mutualistic model is readily envisaged by virtue of the fact that a RAYT / REPIN containing population of cells is likely to experience different environmental conditions. If there is an association between REPIN and RAYT that is functionally maintained because of benefit to the host cell, then it is likely that this association evolves with changes in environment. Such interactions could, as in the antagonistic model, account for both REPIN / RAYT diversity, plus specificity; the lack of conservation in the spacer region (other than to maintain hairpin structure) could also be explained by the need for the nature of interaction between RAYT and REPIN to be tuned separately for each locus in order to ensure that the association is not costly (and perhaps even beneficial).
Under both co-evolutionary models the genome is expected to harbour REPINs of different ages with older REPINs showing evidence of mutational decay. To this end we examined the average pairwise identity of REPs found in REPINs of each class with different inter-REP spacers. In each instance we found evidence of families with specific spacings that have greater or lesser sequence conservation ( Table 2) . This is as expected under a co-evolutionary model.
A distinctly different explanation for REPIN diversity draws on the possibility of interactions among different RAYTs. For example, GI RAYTs most likely transpose GI REPINs with a 71 bp spacer (101 occurrences). GII RAYTs most likely transpose GII REPINs with a 110 bp spacer (50 occurrences). Perhaps REPINs can sometimes be substrates for more than a single RAYT, which may lead to different spacer distances and thus different specificities. Against this thesis however is the fact that no hybrid REPINs exist in the SBW25 genome, i.e., no REPINs where the two REP sequences that comprise a given REPIN are derived from different REP groups.
Consequences of REPIN Activity
Transposons are well known for the multiplicity of effects, both direct and indirect, that they reap on both genome architecture and evolution. 21 Here we have suggested that REPINs and their associated RAYTs have properties that might be readily co-opted to perform a diverse range of cellular functions, but it is likely that there are numerous additional consequences. One is the formation of long palindromic sequences.
The SBW25 genome contains a variety of long palindromic REP singlets that can be explained as a consequence of REPIN activity. REP sequences typically consist of three regions: a 5' flanking sequence (a), a central palindrome and a 3' flanking sequence (b). The genome of SBW25 contains numerous long palindromic sequences (20bp -28bp) with the general structure a-palindrome-a c (where a c is the complement of a) and b-palindrome-b c (Fig. 3A) . The existence of these long palindromic REP sequences can be accounted for by REPIN excision events (Fig. 3B) . For example palindromes of the structure a-palindrome-a c can be formed by excision of the central REPIN sequence-from all three REPIN groups-whereas palindromes of the structure b-palindrome-b c can be formed by excision of the central REPIN sequence from a subset of GI REPINs only, namely, those GI REPINs that occur in the rare AA-TT orientation ( Table 2 and Fig. 3 ).
In support of this model is the fact that the most common long palindromic REP singlet is derived from the most common REPIN, whereas the long palindromic REP singlet derived from the rare AA-TT GI REPIN is rare. Further support comes from the discovery of a single REPIN excision event from population sequencing in which the REPIN was excised at the 3' end of the 5' palindrome and at the 3' end of the 3' palindrome, leaving a long palindromic REP sequence behind (Fig. 4) .
Conclusion
REPINs and their associated RAYTs are a common feature of bacterial genomes, yet as indicated here, there is much about their origin, maintenance and means of dissemination (both with and between genomes) that is currently unknown. Critical for progress are studies that shed light on the mechanism of RAYT-mediated REPIN mobilization and the basis of the REPIN-RAYT association, along with knowledge of the functional significance of the interaction for the host cell. From an evolutionary perspective it is of interest to know whether REPINs are derived from REP sequences flanking ancestral IS200-like elements as has been suggested. Also worthy of study are the dynamics of REPIN movement along with the spectrum of mutational effects wrought by transposition. Future work may even shed light on regulation of REPIN movement and with this there might emerge possibilities for controlling microbial infection through manipulation of selfish element behavior.
